
MCDONALDS CUSTOMER GAP ANALYSIS
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The factors here that apply to McDonalds are mostly product value and maybe product suitability. As so in
hospitality industry, the service quality is one of the most important thing, to answer the question how to
improve the service quality? The Riodoran corporate culture is based on American culture which values
diversity. In , the becoming CEO, Skinner set three top priorities for his leadership such as long-term
sustainable growth for the company Also investigated were competitors and their business, their product and
market strategy, ethical stance, environmental policies and financial performance. It places its headquarters in
Oak brook, Illiona US. It became a popular and profitable teen hangout. Its new plant in China is evidence,
they are using researching resources, markets, and customer needs to remain competitive. It began as a
Bar-B-Que restaurant with drive-in, car-hop style service. Services are distinctively characterized by their
intangible, heterogeneous, inseparable and perishable nature. Raj Kumar Sharma International American
University Kings College Babarmahal, Kathmandu Introduction and Background McDonalds as establishes in
corporation and the multinational was first started by form Roy, it has its global operation for more than
countries selling its food items globally specially Korc. The customer analysis and customer profile is a simple
tool to help the business better understand and investigate the trend and the potential customers, therefore the
company can increases the sales and Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry developed the "Gap Model" of
perceived service quality. Consequently, the strategies applied to the UK market will be investigated. Six
weeks after the film premiered, McDonald's announced that was eliminating the super size option, and was
creating the adult happy meal. Brand choice based on reward, prestige - the very My customer is Ford Motor
Company c. Customers are bothered about how much McDonalds charge them for the burgers, because if
McDonalds charge too high then people would not be attracted to McDonalds. It started in down town San
Francisco as a Levis retailer who also sold records. However major gaps remain in terms of working
conditions and animal welfare treatment. Their introduction of the "Speedee Service System" in established
the principles of the modern fast-food restaurant. Also called need-gap analysis, needs analysis, and needs
assessment. Initially, they owned a hotdog stand, but after establishing the restaurant they served around 25
items, which were mostly barbequed. Hence, the report will focus on its history, concept as well as the service
provided. The original mascot of McDonald's was a man with a chef's hat on top of a hamburger shaped head
whose name was "Speedee", which was eventually replaced with Ronald McDonald in  He found In , a
salesman named Ray Kroc joined forces with the McDonald brothers after they decided to scope out a
nationwide franchising agent. Research on competitors in the market, and competitors in your region 3.
However, on contrast if you charge too low then people would think your product They differentiate their
products through successful branding campaigns. The project office notified the EPDD with the preliminary
booked project assignments for the next calendar year. Reducing all other gaps will be essential in closing the
financial gap. Recommendations to reduce or eliminate gaps should be found. Closing this gap will be one of
their main priorities. Globalization refers to developing a marketing strategy as if the world is a single entity
and to sell the same product with same promotion, same packaging all over the world regardless of
geographic, demographic, political, social and cultural differences. Under this Executive Summary, goals and
the strategies that used to achieve those goals are shortly described. Company actions to achieve goals should
be recognized.


